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The Ultimate Extreme Power 

Give your Servos the Power they Demand!  Proline Servo Cables are high gauge pre 

shielded high current high temp servo wires designed for the Extreme power that  

todays RC servos demand.  

Cut down your build time, proline cables are available in Male to Male & Male to  

Female connectors versions. With 25 different pre made  sizes from 100mm (4 inch) 

to 2.1m (82.68 inch) in 100mm (3.937inch) increments.  

Get them direct from Booma RC or your Local major AR dealer today!!! 
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Introduction 

 
Thank you for your purchase of the Advanced Radio EX-PRO RRS System. 

The Advanced Radio EX-PRO RRS system was designed with Giant Scale Models in mind 

and combines Power Distribution and a 16 Channel Servo control system in the lightest 

package in it’s class (less than 50 grams).   

 

EX-PRO RRS is a world unique product in that it has an easy-to-use auto protocol  

discovery feature to get you connected to your radio and an even easier to use Failsafe 

setup function to give you total security when flying your model. Channels in the EX-PRO 

RRS are mapped one to one which means channel 1 in your transmitter will present to 

servo output 1 (S01). Channel 2 in your transmitter to (S02) and so on for up to 16  

channels. All sub trim mixing is achieved in your radio so you can think of the EX-Pro as a 

dual redundant 16 channel receiver system with built in high power distribution for up 

to 16 servos and/or air valves. 

 

LETS GET STARTED — in this guide we will show you how to connect your new  

EX-PRO RRS system, General use and setup as well as how to get the most out of the  

EX-PRO RRS. Please take the time to read & understand this guide before installation. 
 

OPTIONAL TOUCH SCREEN—EX-PRO RRS comes ready to run and can be setup without 

the use of a touch screen. If you do choose to use the optional Smart Screen then it 

should be  protected from vibration. We don’t recommend mounting the Smart Screen in 

models with gas powered engines unless it is shielded against vibration.  

 

BATTERIES—Before installation please ensure that your batteries are fully charged. The 

EX-PRO RRS System relies on this to know how much your model has consumed from 

each pack. EX-PRO RRS collects this information and displays this as a set of battery cells 

indicators on the Smart Screen. NEVER FLY WITH BATTERY PACKS THAT HAVE 45% OR 

LESS CAPACITY (RED ZONE ON THE BATTERY INDICATOR). Doing so may put your model 

at risk. 

 

RECEIVER INSTALLATION—Some receivers don’t offer protection against incorrect  

polarity or pin offset. IT IS IMPORTANT that you observe correct polarity and pins when 

connecting the receivers to the EX-PRO RRS system.  
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Features: 

• High power distribution system capable of delivering all the power requirements of 

even the largest models.  

• Automatic protocol discovery for most popular radio brands. 

• Automatic Failsafe discovery to ensure your safety. 

• Built in downlink telemetry to your radio transmitter of battery data. 

• Built-in Battery Guard Technology. The EX-PRO RRS constantly monitors battery  voltage 

and current draw and actually balances your battery packs to ensure Maximum Battery 

Power is available all the time.  

• Works with single or dual battery configuration. *Recommended with dual battery. 

• Works with all major battery chemistries. LiFe, LiPo & Lion. High Power batteries essen-

tial. 

• Full Dual Battery Redundancy - If one battery fails the other battery takes full control. 

• Dual receiver redundancy usage  100% of the time. 

• Up to 16 input channels (depending on transmitter channel capability). 

• 16 pre assigned servo outputs. Mapped on to one. 

Package Included Items: 

1 x EX-PRO RRS power distribution module.  

1 x Power LED 

3 x Receiver cables 

1 x Dual Bind Plug 

Optional Items: 

Pin Flag switch with Advance Radio Flag 

Remote FOB Switch with Advance Radio Flag 

Magnetic Switch with Advance Radio Flag 

Live feedback touch screen Smart display  

2 x Receivers 
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Installation and Mounting Instructions 

Mounting the EX-PRO RRS System 

The EX-PRO RRS is a very robust design and is supplied with 4 mounting lugs in the base of the  

aluminium case.  Simply mount the EX-PRO RRS to the electronics bay with 4 servo screws or captivat-

ed nuts and bolts. 

We recommend mounting  the EX-PRO RRS in a convenient reasonably low vibration area of your  

model. EX-Pro RRS is vibration resistant but please avoid mounting the EX-PRO directly to the motor 

box where high vibration exists. 
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The EX-PRO RRS includes two receiver connection cables and a possible third telemetry cable. 

Standard receiver cables are generally supplied preconnected to the EX-PRO RRS. These can then 

be connected to the  SBUS2, SRXL, JR XBus, Jeti EX Bus, HOTT 

port on your receiver. PLEASE NOTE the polarity of the receiver 

signal and ground on the receiver pins before connecting to the 

EX-PRO RRS.   

For Spektrum SRXL2 receivers you will need to purchase adaptor 

cable part number BRC857.  

The EX-PRO RRS system will work with either a single or dual  

receiver setup. The receivers MUST BE capable of 7.4V.  

We recommend using two HV (high voltage)  receivers or  

similar. If you are unsure please contact Advanced Radio for  

details. 

The EX-PRO RRS System is designed to supply the power to all 

the  servos. NEVER connect servos directly to the receiver when 

using the EX-PRO RRS System. 

Note: For more information on how to setup and bind single or 

dual receivers, please consult your transmitter and receiver 

manual sup-

plied by the manu-

facturer. 

Spektrum Receivers = Connect to the receiver SRXL/SRXL2 port . 

Futaba Receivers = Connect to the receiver  SBUS2 port. 

JR/FDA Receivers = Connect to the receiver  XBUS port. 

JETI Receivers = Connect to the receiver  EX BUS port. 

Graupner Receivers = Connect to the receiver  SUMD port.  

FRSky Receivers = Connect to the receiver  SBUS port. 

Core Receivers = Connect  to the receiver SBUS port. 

Redundant Receiver Cable 

Installing the Receivers 

Please note cable position on a  7008 receiver. 

It is possible to plug into the ground pins of the 

receiver and this may damage the receiver and 

EX-PRO RRS system. 

Please note cable polarity on a RG812BX 
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Please observe the correct polarity and pin placement when connecting the receivers. 
 

Futaba SBUS2 System.  

EX-PRO RRS supports dual SBUS2 receivers. SBUS2 provides up to 16 channels into the EX-PRO RRS (depending 

on transmitter) routed to any of the 16 servo outputs. Connect the two supplied receiver cables to SBUS2 ports.  

Please observe the correct polarity and pin placement when connecting the receivers. Telemetry is provided 

from port R1. No additional translator accessory is required. Only the first bound receiver will accept telemetry 

in a Futaba system. You MUST connect this receiver to port R1 of the EX-PRO RRS system to receive telemetry.  

 

Jeti EX-BUS System. 

EX-PRO RRS supports all Jeti EX-Bus capable receivers. Jeti EX provides up to 16 channels (depending on trans-

mitter) into the EX-PRO RRS routed to any of the 16 servo output channels. When using two JETI EX BUS receiv-

ers with EX-PRO RRS you connect receivers to EX-PRO RRS ports R1 and R2 and to the EXT port of each receiver. 

Set the receivers to EX bus mode on the Jeti Transmitter. Please observe the correct polarity and pin placement 

when connecting the receivers.  Telemetry is provided via the EX bus cable on EX-PRO RRS port R1.  

 

JR/DFA X-BUS System. 

EX-PRO RRS supports all JR/DFA receivers with XBUS-A. XBUS-A protocol supports up to 16 channels into the EX-

PRO RRS (depending on transmitter) routed to any of the 16 servo output channels.  Connect the two supplied 

receiver cables to EX-PRO RRS ports R1 and R2 and then to the receiver . Please observe the correct polarity and 

pin placement when connecting the receivers. For Telemetry connect port TEL of the EX-PRO RRS to the 

Battery/Sense port of either receiver.  

 

FRSKY. 

EX-PRO RRS supports S-Port capable receivers. Up to 16 channels are available (depending on transmitter) into 

the EX-PRO RRS routed to any of the 16 servo output channels. When using two S-Port  receivers with EX-PRO 

RRS you connect receivers to EX-PRO RRS ports R1 and R2 and to the SBUS. Please observe the correct polarity 

and pin placement when connecting the receivers.  For Telemetry connect port TEL of the EX-PRO RRS to the S-

Port of the primary receiver.  

 

Spektrum SRXL2 System. 

The current version of EX-PRO RRS supports the full features of SRXL2 protocol. EX-PRO RRS will receive 16 chan-

nels when using SRXL2 receivers and depending on your radio TX capabilities.Telemetry is sent on all SRXL2 re-

ceiver connections when requested by the receiver. Please use 3 x SPM4651T  receivers for full range telemetry. 

The SPM4651T  use a new 4 pin connector. You will require adaptor leads SKU BRC857  from AR for the 

SPM4651T  receivers to connect to EX-PRO RRS.  

 

Spektrum SRXL System. 

Connect with the supplied receiver cables one or two SRXL receivers to the SF16  ports marked R1 and R2. Con-

nects to the receiver SRXL port (please note the polarity of the port connection on the receiver) .  

Please Note: Spektrum SRXL does not support downlink telemetry from external devices. Receiver voltage is 

however sent from the receiver.  

 

Receiver Specific Connections 
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Graupner HOTT System. 

EX-PRO RRS supports all receivers with HOTT protocol. HOTT receivers provide up to 16 channels (depending and 

transmitter) into the EX-PRO RRS routed to any of the 16 servo output channels. Connect receivers to EX-PRO RRS 

ports R1 and R2 to the SUMD port of the HOTT receiver. You will need to set the receiver to SUMD.  

Please observe the correct polarity and pin placement when connecting the receivers. For Telemetry connect 

port TEL of the EX-PRO RRS to the telemetry port of either HOTT receiver.  

 

Power Box Core 

EX-PRO RRS supports SBUS capable Core receivers. Up to 16 channels are available (depending on transmitter) 

into the EX-PRO RRS 16 routed to any of the 16 servo output channels. Connect receivers to EX-PRO RRS ports R1 

and R2 and to the SBUS port on the receiver. Please observe the correct polarity and pin placement when con-

necting the receivers.  Battery telemetry is supplied by the Core receivers.  

 

Please observe the correct polarity and pin placement when connecting the receivers. 

System Specific Receiver installation 

Downlink Telemetry 

EX-PRO RRS is a dual battery redundant system that sends telemetry of both battery voltages, current and mAh 

consumption downlink to the connected telemetry ready receivers.   

 

Once you have connected the receivers as per instructions on page 8 and 9 AND bound the receivers to the  

EX-PRO RRS unit telemetry will be sent automatically to the connected receivers. 

 

Each manufacturer differs on what telemetry and how it is displayed. If you are unsure about how to view telem-

etry on your transmitter please consult your transmitters users guide.  You can also post to the AR users group 

Facebook page for assistance. The AR users group has 1000’s of AR users available to assist. 
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EX-PRO RRS is supplied with a dual (Red and Blue) bind plug.  The BLUE bind plug is used 

for auto protocol selection. The RED bind plug is used to set up Failsafe values. 

EX-PRO RRS uses our proprietary auto protocol algorithm 

so setting up and binding your receiver is a simple  

process.  

 

 

To Bind your receivers to EX-PRO RRS do the following 

steps: 

1) Connect the receivers to the EX-PRO RRS using the 

supplied receiver cables. 

2) Power up the EX-PRO RRS and bind 

your receivers to the transmitter as de-

scribed by your transmitter manufac-

turer.   

3) Once you are sure that the receiver(s) 

are properly bound to the transmitter 

then turn the power off to the EX-Pro 

unit and insert the BLUE bind plug into 

the DISP port of the EX-Pro.  

 

 

 

 

 

4) With the bind plug installed in the DISP port of the EX-PRO RRS, Turn on the power to 

the transmitter followed by the power to the EX-PRO RRS . This action will start the 

EX-PRO RRS will blink slowly until the protocol is discovered and once the protocol is 

found both LED’s will turn on solid. 

5) De power the EX-PRO RRS  

6) Remove the BLUE bind plug. 

7) Repower the EX-PRO RRS .  Your done! 

Congratulations you have matched the receiver(s) to the EX-PRO RRS. 

Connect a servo to an EX-PRO RRS  output  and you should see the servo move to the  

corresponding control input on the transmitter. 

Automatic Receiver Protocol Selection 
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Fail Safe setup 

EX-PRO RRS  is supplied with a dual (Red and Blue) bind plug.  

The RED bind plug is used to set up Fail Safe values. It is EX-

TREMELY IMPORTANT that you set up Fail Safe positions prior 

to flying your model.  It is assumed that you have bound the 

receivers to the EX-PRO RRS unit as described on the previous 

page. If not then please bind the receivers to the EX-PRO RRS 

before continuing.  

 

 

Setting up Failsafe is a very simple process 

with EX-PRO. Do the following : 

1) Insert the RED bind plug into the DISP 

port of the EX-Pro.  

2) With the RED bind plug installed in the 

DISP port of the EX-PRO, Turn on the 

power to  the EX-PRO. This action will 

start the EX-PRO in it’s Automatic fail-

safe position discovery mode. The Blue 

LED’s inside the EX-Pro unit will blink at 

a fast rate indicating that you are in Fail 

Safe discovery mode.  DO NOT move 

any controls on the transmitter yet. 

3) Fail Safe operates individually on each transmitter channel. The EX-PRO default Fail Safe opera-

tion for each transmitter channel is hold i.e. hold the last position. If  you desire Fail Safe to 

move a particular channel to a pre-set position (example throttle to go to idle etc.) Do the fol-

lowing. Move the throttle stick through its range being careful not to input any other control. 

Then move the stick to the desired Failsafe position i.e. idle etc.  

4) While the EX-PRO RRS is still powered, remove the RED Fail Safe bind plug. Doing so will save 

the Fail Safe position in the EX-PRO RRS unit. 

5) Re power the EX-PRO RRS and test the Failsafe positions by turning off the transmitter.    

6) You’redone! 

You can repeat the Fail Safe setup as many times as required. 
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General FAQ 
Does the EX-PRO RRS regulate the voltage? 

No the EX-PRO RRS pass through the actual battery voltage. If using LiPo or Lion packs please ensure that 

your servos are HV capable. 

 

Can I Plug 2 different voltages into the EX-PRO RRS? For example a 3S lipo and a 2S lipo  battery 

No, you should always use the same voltage (S rating) and capacity packs on both sides of the Switch.  

 

Can I plug 2 different chemistries into the Extreme? For Example: A LiFe and a Li-ion battery 

No, you should always use the same chemistries for both batteries. 

 

I have the remote switch version of the EX-PRO RRS . Can I leave the batteries connected for a pro-

longed period?  

EX-PRO RRS with the remote switch option will draw a small  amount from the batteries each day so for 

periods longer than a few days you should disconnect the batteries.  
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Specifications 
Operating Voltage:     5.0 — 12.0v (Receivers must be capable of these voltages) 

Battery type:      2s LiPo/Lion, 2s LiFePo4. 

Receiver:      Dual AR Active Redundancy technology 

Receiver Voltage:    High Voltage 

Supported protocols:    Jeti EXBUS, SBus, SBus2, JR/DFA XBus-A, HOTT, SRXL, SRXL2. 

Telemetry:      Ex-Bus, SBus2, XBus-A, Spektrum SRXL, HOTT, S-PORT 

Number outputs:    16 Channels assigned 1 to 1 with the transmitter channels. 

Servo Output Resolution:   0.25 μs 

Frame Rate:     11ms   

Graphic Interface:    (Optional) 16k Colour Touch Screen 

Dimensions:      66 x 49.5 x  22 

Weight Power Unit:    50g (without screen) 

Temperature:     -30°C to 85°C  

EMV Conformance:    EN 55014-1:2006 

CE Conformance:    2004/108/EG 
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Channel Routing for Model _______________________ 

EX-PRO RRS 

Servo Output 

Transmitter 

Input 

Function Function Transmitter 

Input 

EX-PRO RRS 

Servo Output 

S08     S16 

S07     S15 

S06     S14 

S05     S13 

S04     S12 

S03     S11 

S02     S10 

S01     S09 
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EX-PRO RRS 3 Year Replacement Warranty 

 
At Advanced Radio our products are designed and tested to very high standards. We use only 

the highest quality electronic components sourced from reputable manufacturers; ST Micro, 

BOSCH, TDK, Linear Technology, Texas Instruments, Cypress Semiconductor Corp and NPX. Our 

circuit boards are assembled in Australia in a certified ISO900-2008 and ISO 13485 medical    

devices risk management quality assurance environment.  

 

At Advanced Radio we understand the value of the models that run our RC division of           

electronics.  During our many years of operation we have focused on and developed a high 

quality product and reputable testing regime. Our QC process has been developed from many 

years of experience designing and working in medical systems. We understand completely the            

processes involved to achieve a very high quality and reliable product. 

 

Our QC process provides for complete system functionality testing followed by rigorous load 

testing and running up a device up to 70°C for a period of 10 minutes under high electrical load. 

If the unit passes this stress test it is further run and heat soak at 60°C  for a period of 8 hours 

prior to final test where it is load tested for a second time. If it passes these tests it is then    

packaged.    

 

Shipping charges related to any warranty claim are at the expense of the user, but Advanced 

Radio may elect to cover shipping charges at it’s discretion.  

 

Warranty does not cover over voltage or over current damage beyond stated specification. 

Warranty does not cover damage due to negligence, abuse, accident, improper installation or 

improper mounting.  

 

Warranty does not cover loss of time, inconvenience, loss of model, or other incidental or    

consequential damages. 
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EX-PRO RRS Usage Statement 

 
EX-PRO RRS has competed in its first International competition at Top Gun in May of 2018 in 

several models with excellent results.  EX-PRO RRS employs state-of-the-art components to 

bring you the best possible flight experience for your giant scale model.  

 

EX-PRO RRS is a highly technical product and so it is important that you fully understand the 

usage prior to usage of the EX-PRO RRS. This is not a toy.  

 

Advanced Radio has extensively tested all supported radio protocols with our AR7444-S and 

AR7434-Servos  during the 6 year development phase of the EX-PRO RRS product. These high 

voltage servos are design proven with superior reliability specifically for giant scale models. We 

highly recommend these servos. They really are superior by design. We have also tested with 

several other leading brands of servos with excellent results.  

 

EX-PRO RRS servo outputs are filtered to remove spurious noise. This allows the usage of long 

servo lead lengths. We strongly advise the usage of high quality servo leads like the AR ProLine 

Servo cables range. These cables are capable of carrying currents experienced with today’s high 

power high voltage servos. 

 

While every attempt has been made to provide complete user instructions, it is impossible to 

cover every possible combination of servos, radio type and battery type.  If you would like to 

discuss the set up of your new model please feel free to contact us by FaceBook (Booma RC), 

Telephone on +61 242955287 or email support@boomarc.com.  

 

We trust you will enjoy using the Advanced Radio EX-PRO RRS.  

 

 

 

 

 

Rick and Brendan Gell 

AR Design Team. 

  


